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CUSTOM MADE OPTIONS
Within the different markets, Printing International’s customers may have very different requirements when it comes to the usage of components or subsystems, interfacing, documentation,
validation, training, ...
Our team is used to building custom solutions. Below are a handfull of the most common utilities
within a pad printing machine.

FEEDING SYSTEMS
Feeding systems include product feeding by
bowls, centrifugal feeders, conveying systems
and robot feeding systems. All these systems
can be equipped with vision-based product
feature detection used for product identification
and orientation.
Prior to feeding the products to the printing
stations, products need to be pre-fed to the
feeding system. This can be done manually or
automatically. Most clients choose for automatic
pre-feeding systems such as: bulk feeding from
container, using a robot, depalletizers or simply
integrating the machine in the production line.
PRODUCT HANDLING
The product is put onto the product fixture or
jig that will transport the product through the
machine from process station to process station.
Choose to transport the product individually or
grouped.

PRODUCT ORIENTATION
Product orientation and positioning may be
realized in the pre-feeding line, in the feeding
line, in between feeding line and printing
station(s) or last minute or further second
product orientation/positioning.
PRODUCT ASSEMBLY
Minimize the length of your production chain
by incorporating several processes into 1
machine. High-speed assembly is configured
using single product (1-up) assembly or parallel
(x-up) assembly of multiple products within
the machine cycle. Special attention goes out
to the pressure used to fit the pieces. By using
a resilient system we avoid damaging your
products.

Pad printing solutions
integrated in the production line or
stand-alone machines.

PRE-TREATMENT
Depending
on the materials used in your
We strongly believe in smooth
product, pre-treatment may be necessary to
product handling.
assure good adhesion and a high quality print.
This is possible by flame, corona, plasma, hot air
We strongly believe that going the extra mile on or ionization.
product handling and machine lifetime is worth
every euro spent. Smooth product handling
2 COLOR PRINTING
means not damaging the products or machine Print your product with a 1 or 2 color pad
e.g.: avoiding abrupt movements, stressing the printing machine.
product, using visually or functionally important
parts for positioning.
4 COLOR PRINTING
Print all kinds of images with the 4 colour pad
By focussing on product handling, we’ve printing machine.
noticed that our machines have far less standstills, failures or product scraps. Resulting in a
reduction of operational costs and increasing
machine life-time.

CURING
SERVICE MANAGEMENT
To avoid smudging the print and to obtain a Documented traceability of changes would be
long-lasting print drying options are available: required in cGMP environments while other
UV, hot/cold air or infrared.
industries only require to solve the issue
(ASAP) upon machine failure. Nevertheless, all
Obtain a long-lasting and high quality industries need maintenance plans for optimal
servicing of equipment to maximize machine
print.
performance. (OEE)
CAMERA
Primarely cameras are used to verify the quality
and positioning of printed or assembled pieces.
Secondly, the camera can be used to monitor
consumables and pro-actively warn the operator
when consumables need to be replaced. And last
but not least the camera can be used to setup
the machine after changeover of cliche, pad and
ink resulting in faster changeover procedures.

Standard documentation delivered with our
printing equipment includes a spare parts list
and a maintenance manual.
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
Based on the collection of smart data, it is
possible to detect anomalies even before they
happen. Evaluate historical and actual data to
optimize your machine.

TESTING
REPORTING
Testing the products from being fed till (selective)
Extensive reports on the production runs and
evacuation is possible, even if more than one
machine performance are available. On-demand
product is run during each cycle. The results
cloud based solutions are also possible.
of the different process steps can be logged to
have 100% traceability.
- OEE on an hourly, shift, day, week basis
- usage of consumables, including the cost
Enjoy 100% traceability with the log
- machine stand-still reports with split over:
book.
> micro-stops with their origin of failure
SECURITY
> changeover procedures
There are several points of attention in the area
> waiting for production launch mode
of security. First of all machine and operator
> power-down
safety is a basic necessity. Ensure a safe
- OEE, consumables cost and machine stand-		 environment for your employees and prevent
still can be related to hour, shift, day, week 		 big damages to machines.
and even supervisor or operator
REMOTE CONTROL
Remotely
operate or access your machines to
Monitor machine performance on the lowest
level to identify root-causes of machine failure gain 24/7 control. Thanks to the user-friendly
very quickly or, even better, allow prevention of operating system, instant action is only a click
away.
machine failure.
Data can also be upstreamed to a cloud platform.
This cloud platform allows for visualisation of
stored data in a dashboard, tailored to customer
needs. It also allows further analysis using an
app-based approach.
The cloud-based solution also allows to generate
triggered events like instant messaging on
machine standstill, machine failure, consumables
wear, service-related conditions, …

BASE PLATE
The base plate is an essential choice in the design of your machine. Each setup has its specific advantages, where one is more accessible, the other is more compact. From this basic setup specific
options can be added to customize the machine to your needs.

RING

SYSTEM

Accuracy
Speed
Ergonomic design
Accessibility

This is the most space-saving machine.

ROTA

SYSTEM

Accuracy
Speed
Ergonomic design
Accessibility

This is the easiest machine to clean and maintain.

LINO

SYSTEM

Accuracy
Speed
Ergonomic design
Accessibility

This is the flexible solution for fully customized projects.
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CUSTOMER CASE

PRINT & ASSEMBLY

REQUIREMENTS
Print 1 component
Assemble component 1 with component 2
Automatically load in trays (with rejection)

WHY
MACHINE

PRINT

This client wanted one overall solution for his As an industry leader the print on the product
product. One piece needs to be printed, the has to be crystal clear and durable.
other needs to be mounted on. Eventually the
finished product should be loaded in trays.
Combining all these features into 1 machine
would be more cost-efficient.

ENGINEERING
“ In order to fulfil the customers requirements a automated assembly of 2 components was added
to the printing line. On top of the print check, a camera inspection ensured the correct assembly
of the 2 components. Finally a fully automated tray loading system ensured a complete production
process with integrated print and assembly. “

HOW

FEEDING

ORIENTATION

ASSEMBLY

CAMERA
INSPECTION

PRODUCT
EVACUATION

Automated
product
feeding

Accurately
positioned product

Assembly of
2 pieces

Quality
control of
print and
assembly

Tray loading
and batch
sampling

AUTOMATED FEEDING
Integrated in a production line or stand alone,
these automatic feeding systems supply a
high volume stream of blank products to the
machine. The batch of products is separated
individually and pre-oriented (front/back)
before reaching the machine.

PRODUCT ORIENTATION
This is where your product can be damaged
by the incorrect (mechanical) handling. To
avoid this damaging or distorting of your
goods, we use an axis with rubber where the
product is fitted on.This axis can move 360°
to orient the product correctly.

PRODUCT EVACUATION
Similar to a robot this system has a wide reach and can move on x, y, z, r axis. The system evacuates the finished products from
the moving base plate and loads them into
trays. A buffer is integrated to be able to
handle multiple trays easily. Even the orientation of the trays is checked before loading
them.

PR

PRE-TREATM

PRINT & ASSEMBLY
ROTASYSTEM

RINT & CLEAN

MENT

CURING

PRODUCT ASSEMBLY
To assemble the product a second piece is
automatically feeded and oriented similar
to the first piece. By using a resilient system
with mechanical limit there is no excessive
use of power on both products. This is
another measure to avoid damaging your
products.

CAMERA INSPECTION
Measure deviations with high accuracy and
high repeatability. Scan up to 0,02mm with
a camera to control the quality of assembly
and printing.
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CUSTOMER CASE

TRACEABILITY

REQUIREMENTS
Trace every batch of products.
Maximize output capacity.

WHY
MACHINE

PRINT

For this client it was of huge importance to have full As an industry leader the print on the product has to
traceability of their products. If in the future something be crystal clear and durable.
would happen with one of their products, they need
acces to the exact same batch to find the cause
of this problem. Though every batch needs to be
traced, this can’t influence the production speed. So
extra time-savers were added e.g. multiple printing
heads, product taggers, automatic feeding and
evacuation.

ENGINEERING
“ Full traceability was the key thing for our customer. On top of the normal product traceability, including
print inspection, batch sampling and reporting, a full traceability for consumables such as pads and
etchplates was integrated by means of scanning the dedicated QR codes. This allows us to guard production
preparation and keep track of the consumables life time. “

HOW

PRODUCT TAGGING

SAMPLING

REPORTING

Monitor usage of
consumables with QR code

Take samples to control the
printing- and handling quality

Integrated reporting module
for management

PRINT &
CLEAN

PRODUCT TAGGING
Reduce
the
possibility
for human mistakes by
monitoring the consumables
automatically. Monitoring the
consumables will give you proactive warnings that show you
when pads and plates need
to be renewed. Additionally,
if the consumables weren’t
properly installed you would
be notified before printing.
Overall, it’s a protection
for the operator, the machine
and the printing quality.

FEEDING BOWLS

PRE-TREATMENT

ORIENTATION

PRIN
CLE

TRACEABILITY

NT &
EAN

LINOSYSTEM

PRINT &
CLEAN

CURING
BATCH SAMPLING
Track every batch ever made
thanks to the integrated batch
sampling. In case an issue is
found with a product later in
time, it is possible to track the
exact same batch from years
ago and check how this batch
was produced. Or simply
run diagnostic test during the
development of new products.
REPORTING
Know who, did what, at which
time. See every action made
by operator, technician or
machine. The goal is to obtain
a detailed documentation for
every action: audit trail, batch
reports, alarm loggins and
recipe loggings. (21 CFR part II)
OUTFEED
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CUSTOMER CASE

CMYK PRINTING

SOLUTION
Print different images in multiple colours on blank products.
Protect the machine from unforeseen circumstances e.g. fire.

WHY
MACHINE

PRINT

For this client it was of huge importance to have full
traceability of their products. If in the future something
would happen with one of their products, they need
acces to the exact same batch to find the cause
of this problem. Though every batch needs to be
traced, this can’t influence the production speed. So
extra time-savers were added e.g. multiple printing
heads, product taggers, automatic feeding and
evacuation.

As an industry leader the print on the product has to
be crystal clear and durable.

ENGINEERING
“ For this customer, we developed a flexible machine from bulk fed products to a camera controlled end
product. Considering a wide variety of product sizes, a minimum downtime during a product switch from
last good to first good will be achieved. A high print to print accuracy was the key to success for the High
Resolution CMYK printing process. “

HOW

LASERED PLATES

4 COLOR PRINTING

CAMERA INSPECTION

Match colors and print
thanks to lasered plates

Print images in CMYK
half- or multi-tone and
rastering

Inspect if CMYK images
match the original

FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEMS
Detect smoke or CO2. Even when there aren’t
any operators, the machines are secured.

PRODUCT FIXTURE
& ORIENTATION

FEEDING BOWL

Wireless panel:To increase the ergonomics
of the machine a wireless panel can be
added. This allows the operator to move
around the machine whilst maintaining,
cleaning or operating the machine.

OUTFEED

Gripper set for quick and easy change-over
of jig set. When you want to change product.

4 COLOR PRINTING
The 6 printing stations on this machine are divided
in 2 white and 4 CMYK printheads. These 6
positions can be modified to your wishes 1-23-4 colours or even varnishes can be added.

CMYK PRINTING
RINGSYSTEM

PRE-TREATMENT

PRINT & CLEAN

CURING

CAMERA INSPECTION
Easily teach new designs and switch different
prints. Immediately start printing new designs
with 95% accuracy thanks to the smart
camera. Avoid wrongly disapproved products.

Advantages
High precision printing
Automatic pad cleaning
Quick change-over consumables
FDA approved product holders
Continuous process with cooling & IR drying
Ionisation of parts and pads
Solvent dosing for viscosity
Pre-treatment flame/corona/plasma
Validation documents
Automatic feeding
Camera control
Clean room approved GMP
Cleanability machine
Individual rejection robot
Exit sorting

STANDARD SERIES

CLOSURES

MEDIC

Oxalate

Kyanite

Modulo

Orion

Cheir

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

CAL

ron

PHARMACEUTICAL

ZAHERITE

Labo

Intermediate

CME

MBP

DSL

SCL

DCL XL

SCL

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

